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From: Erika Nyyssonen [mailto:Erika_Nyyssonen@gov.nt.ca]
Sent: November 19, 2015 2:56 PM
To: William Lines <wlines@ykdene.com>; shin.shiga@nsma.net; Johanne Black <jblack@ykdene.com>; Morag
McPherson (Morag.McPherson@dfo-mpo.gc.ca) <Morag.McPherson@dfo-mpo.gc.ca>; amy.sparks@ec.gc.ca; Bill Slater
<bslater@bslater.ca> (bslater@bslater.ca) <bslater@bslater.ca>; kor@theedge.ca; Gordon Hamre
C gordon.hamre@gmail.com) <gordon.hamre@gmail.com>; Wenyan Yu <wyu@yellowknife.ca>; Asish Mahapatra
<asish.mohapatra@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Cc: Jane Amphlett <Jane.Amphlett@aadnc-aandc.gc.ca>; Katherine Ross <Katherine.Ross@aadnc-aandc.gc.ca>
(Katherine.Ross@aadnc-aandc.gc.ca) <Katherine.Ross@aadnc-aandc.gc.ca>; Linda Pickett (Linda.Pickett@pwgsctpsgc.gc.ca) <Linda.Pickett@pwgsc-tpsgc.gc.ca>; ebojanes@yahoo.ca; Sharon Low (Sharon.Low@aandc-aadnc.gc.ca)
<Sharon.Low@aandc-aadnc.gc.ca>; Natalie Plato (Natalie.Plato@aandc-aadnc.gc.ca) <Natalie.Plato@aandcaadnc.gc.ca>; David Finch <david.finch@dpra.com>; cgreencorn@yellowknife.ca; Lisa Colas (Lisa.Colas@aandcaadnc.gc.ca) <Lisa.Colas@aandc-aadnc.gc.ca>; Jen Patten <jpotten@mvlwb.com>; Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>
Subject: Comment submittal Reminders-WG
Just a reminder WG members that if you did have revisions to the meeting minutes, attached here w hich include
comments from Bill, please send along.
Also a reminder to send i n any final comments you have on the evaluation criteria by tomorrow November 20th •
Thanks folks.
Erika

From: Erika Nyyssonen
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2015 10:51 AM
To: 'Krista Amey'; William Lines; shin.shiga@nsma.net: Johanne Black; Morag McPherson (Morag.McPherson@dfompo.qc.ca); amy.sparks@ec.gc.ca: Bill Slater <bslater@bslater.ca> (bslater@bslater.ca); kor@theedge.ca; Gordon Hamre
(qordon.hamre@gmail.com); Alison Ryan (aryan@yellowknife.ca); Wenyan Yu; cgreencorn@yellowknife.ca; 'Asish
Mahapatra'
Cc: Jane Amphlett; Katherine Ross <Katherine.Ross@aadnc-aandc.gc.ca> (Katherine.Ross@aadnc-aandc.qc.ca); Linda
Pickett (Linda.Pickett@pwgsc-tpsqc.qc.ca); Sharon Low (Sharon.Low@aandc-aadnc.qc.ca); Natalie Plato
( '(Natalie.Plato@aandc-aadnc.gc.ca); David Finch: Lisa Colas (Lisa.Colas@aandc-aadnc.qc.ca); Jen Potten;
tvree@mvlwb.com
Subject: Final July 2015 WG Meeting Summary
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Hey folks, here are the final meeting minutes for July. This includes the final revisions received from Kevin and Asish.
Thanks DPRA.

0

Provided below is a recap of our discussions on upcoming meetings:
The next WG meeting is set for Thursday, November 12, 2015 and will likely be of shorter duration, consisting of a
review of action items and an update on site activities.
An update on the Freeze had previously been slated for the November meeting; however, it w ill not be ready for
presentation for this time. Due to the scheduling of the Risk Assessment workshop (tentatively set for December 8-10,
pending confirmation with SRK, City of YK, EC and DFO), the Freeze will be pushed to the January 2016 WG meeting.
The Final Options workshop has been scheduled for February 16-19, 2016.
We provided you with a table noting progress to date on the measures and suggestions. If you do have comments,
please feel free to provide them via email to us.
You will be receiving the draft meeting minutes from our October 8 th meeting in about a week for your review.
Thanks. Erika
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1.

INTRODUCflON

The Giant Mine Remediation Project (GMRP) Team organized a meeting of the Giant Mine Working
Group (GMWG, or simply WG). The meeting was held in the larger basement boardroom of the SCotia
Centre in Yellowknife, NT, and was scheduled from 9:00 am to 12:00 pm MT on October 8, 2015. The
Working Group meeting was suspended at 10:30 for a l)fesentation by Dr. Ken Reimer entitled "Arsenic
101•, which was open to a wider audience. This larger audience included members of the WG as well as
GNWT ENR (Cumulative Impacts Monitoring Program (CIMP), Contaminated Sites and Environmental
Protection), GNWT Health and Social Services {HSS), Workers' Safety and Compensation Commission
(WSCC), Ecology North, Mackenzie Valley Review Board and Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board.
Dr. Reimers presentation ended at approximately 13:15. The WG meeting resumed at 14:15 and
adjourned by 15:00.
WG Meeting participants induded members of the GMRP team, as well as representatives from the
Interested Parties and special guests.
-

_Gia.nt Mine Remedl,atio11 ProJetl r eam

Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development
Canada (AANDC)

-

Public Works and Government Services Canada
(PWGSC)

i

Government of Northwest Territories (GNWT)Department of Environment and Natural
Resources EN R

! Erika Nyyssonen

'
'

Environment_Ca_n_a_
d a~ (E_C~>- - - - - - - - ~
Department of Fisheries and Oceans ( DFO)
_£!Y of Yellowknife (Ci~ )
--· __J Wenyan Yu (morning only)
Kevin O'Reilly (morning only)
Alternatives North (AN)
_ _ _ _ _ Gordon Hamre (afternoon only)
Yellowknives Dene First Nation (YKOFN)
Johanne Black
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,· William lines

i

North Slave Metis Alliance (NSMA)_ _ __
- Health Canada (HC)
Bill Slater Environmental Consultin

Shin Shiga

~ Asish Mohapatra

.. .

.

.

Bill Slater

"Notes were taken by Krista Amev (•• dav) •net Davie! Finch (mornin1 only), DPRA.
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ream Member
Natalie Plato
Sharon Low
Katherine Ross (on telephone; morning
only)
Jane Amphlett (on telephone)
Linda Pickett
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OBJECTIVES

The intent of this meeting:
• Review previous minutes and action items
•

Updates on activity on site

•
•

SOE update
Status of Objectives Discussion

•

Arsenic 101 presentation by Dr. Ken Reimer

MEETING MATERIALS (PROVIDED IN APPENDICES)
•
•

2.

Appendix A: Meeting Agenda
Appendix B: Presentation by Dr. Ken Reimer-Arsenic 101
ADMINISTitATM MAmRS

DISCUSSION OF MINUTES OF JULY MEETING
Natalie Plato (AANDC) tabled the minutes of the July gd'.9"' meeting. A draft had been circulated
electronically on August 20th• Minor comments had been received from Bill Slater. No additional
comments were received prior to finalizing the summary. However, during this meeting, Asish
Mohapatra (Health canada) and Kevin O'Reilly (Alternatives North) provided a few additional wording
clarifications which will be incorporated and the final will be re-distributed.
AcnON ITEMS FROM JULY MEETING
Natalie ran through the status of action items declared at the previous meeting.

0

1. Project and Parties to confirm date of next Working Group meeting. tentatively scheduled for

september 9, 201s.
Status: Complete
2. Working group to review SRK report on options for Surface Design Engagement (SOE) two weeks
after receipt.

Status: Complete
Jane Amphlett (AANDC) indicated that she had received comments from Bill Slater, AN and YKDFN.
Further meetings were held last week and all comments/feedback received will be incorporated and recirculated before the next risk session.
Kevin stated that SRK captured people's thoughts, but noted that it was organized along the dimension
of land use. He said that there are different ways of organizing the options (for example, by cost). AN
had suggested an eKplicit statement be added to the SOE report that indicates that the options were
organized by land use. He added that, in the next phase, options should still be flexible and that peop•e
should be able to mix and match. He understood that SRK would provide clarity in the final report.
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3, Erika Nyyssonen to update Working Group on details of the human and other blomonltorlng that
will be performed at the site under the Human Health Monitoring Program.
Status: In progress
Erika said that Dr. Laurie Chan is working on this task. A draft proposal has been provided, which is going
through an internal review process, which Dr. Chan will revise based on feedback received. There is no
work planned for 201S. A Steering Committee is planned for the entire program which will serve as an
advisory group. In addition to the proposal, funding would be sought with an eye towards detailed
planning and engagement in 2016 and implementation in April 2017. Once the internal review is done,
the proposal will be shared with the WG.
Asish asked that if others from Health Canada besides himself shou d be involved. Erika said yes, that
there may be the need to have a discussion at a more senior level. She added that the project team had
a commitment from GNWT HSS to participate in sma I ways but it was hoped that their level of
involvement would increase.
Kevin asked if the Chief Health Officer was invo.ved. Erika responded that discussions had occurred with
them, and they indicated that for now they will participate in conversations, with more active
participation at the various milestones.
Kevin said that there has already been a lot of health monitoring done and that the GNWT should have

0

lots of data. People are needed on the ground doing monitoring and that is probably a role best suited
for GNWT. It would be important to know how the HHRA work will feed into the monitoring program
(and into the risk assessment) and need to be able to understand the linkages. Erika said that they
recognized the linkages and asked Bill if the issue came up in a recent conversation with Dr. Laurie Chan.
Bill said that Dr. Chan had initiated that discussion and connected with Dr. Shankardass, asking what
kind of data will be useful . Erika reiterated that people will not be operating in silos.
Shin asked if the Giant Mine Oversight Body will be involved in the advisory group. Erika said yes, as long
as it is ready by then.

Bil I added that, for efficiency, data coltection should and will be integrated.
4. Jane Amphlett and the Projed team will discuss options to support Dr. Shankardass ln developing
a Statement of Work for the HHRA stress assessment.
Status: In progress
Jane said that because of the upcoming election, contracting is very slow, but that the contract and
statement of work (SOW) a re making their way through the system. As soon as this is complete, they
will get the material out to Dr. Shankardass.

5. Erika Nyyssonen to JlfOVlde transcripts of written submissions from the EA to or. Shankardass to
help Inform review of perceived stress.
Status: Complete
3
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6. Dr. Sue Moodie and Dr. Shankardass to discuss biomarkers and other quantitative data for the
HHRA stress assessment.

Status: Complete
Bill stated that biomarkers and other quantitative data were discussed at that meeting. The issue will be
discussed further once a contract is in place for Dr. Shankardass.
Asish asked if Bill could elaborate on biomarkers. Bill said that it was not his field, but could talk a bit
about it. There was a stress biomarker (cortisol) and how there were challenges in collecting the
necessary data. Time of day is critical for cortisol data collection and samples must be collected within
30 minutes of waking up in the morning. Ors. Chan and Shankardass discussed it and agreed that it may
have value in combination with other data, but not on its own.
Kevin said that he did not know much on the topic, but he was aware that cortisol levels can be
extracted from hair of wolverines and other wildlife to give an indication of stress level. Perhaps the
same could be done for humans. Bill said that it had been discussed, but wasn't sure if a decision had
been made. He added that Dr. Sue Moodie understood all of this and that she would be involved in
discussions on how data will be collected.
7. WOl'klng Group members to provide comments to Jane Amphlett by July 31, 2015 on Scope of
Work to facilitate completion of the HHRA.
Status: Complete

Jane said that she had received comments from Asish and Bill. She has revised the draft accordingly and
is hoping to circulate early next week {along with the revised criteria -Action #9).

0

8. Kevin O'Reilly to provide Marie Richardson (Stantec) with historical data and documentation in
order to Inform the Scope of Work to facilitate completion of the HHRA.
Status: Complete
Kevin clarified that he didn't provide the actual data, just that he had pointed out the sources. The
Contractor (whoever is selected) needs to be aware of the sources/data and it will be up to them to
determine the value of the data and whether it can be used for trend analyses.
Asish said that in the HHRA report, there are references to different files, spreadsheets, etc. and
assumed that those are earlier datasets. He asked if they were still present. Erika replied that those are
Lodestar datasets and that they are very large.
Johanne talked about historical data from the 1970s involving collection of hair samples. Erika reported
that Adrian looked for that data, but did not find anything. Kevin that they are in the NWT Archives at
the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre (PWNHC), adding that researchers from Memorial
university actually saw the data. Johanne said that the data would be valuable for this project. Kevin

l♦I
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added that he e~pected that contractor will look at and evaluate the dataset, the margins of error,
analysis quality at the time, etc.
Jane indicated that the data will likely be more directly applicable to Health Study under Dr. Chan rather
than the HHRA. However, there existed linkages between the two projects. She added that people were
looking for specific results and that Adrian Paradis (AANDC) was following up with that because there
were no names attached to the data.
Erika stated that the plan was to communicate any historical data to the contractor. Kevin said that
there may be some identifiable results at the archives, but there may also be a need to have some
discussions with YKDFN on confidentiality. He further suggested that there should be protocols in place
for confidentiality. Johanne said that the YKDFN want the data to be used and so their membership
would not have any issue with it. Bill said that the topic came up last week iR Ris Bise~ssieRs .,.,tie! ers.

CRil" aRB §~aF1l1arsassat the meeting w ith the YKDFN and that there may be some utility in re-examining
that data.
Kevin understood that the data consisted of paper records and so the information was not easily
retrievable. He added that there would be a significant amount of work to examine and use the data.
While there were issues of access and confidentiality, he was confident that Dr. Chan would be able to
figure it all out. Bill said that they are likely looking at tens to hundreds of data points, not thousands.
Johanne felt that it would be fairly easily to narrow it down and added that there Is not much in the

0

archives on Giant Mine. Johanne further noted that there are some results from past studies at the
YKDFN office. Natalie said that they would make sure that Or. Chan was made aware of all of this.

9. Chris Doupe IPWGSC) to share a generic version of an RFP for consideration of the WG on the
draft evaluation criteria for the HHRA RFP.
Status: In progress
Natalie said that, as already discussed, the draft evaluation criteria will be circulated at the same time as
the Scope of Work (Action #7).
Kevin stated that he had left the discussion last time not feeling very optimistic that a WG member will
participate in the proposal evaluation process. Johanne indicated that, following discussion at GMAC,
she had withdrawn her name as a reviewer of the RFP, adding that a review role would take a huge
amount of time away from other duties.
Kevin asked who will review the RFP. Natalie responded that there was no one specific identified yet.
Linda said that it would be a mixed team of project members. Linda also said that it'll be February before
it'll be ready for review. Kevin said that there should be a way for the WG to know what was going on
and that there should be someone from the WG on the team. [Kevin and Johanne said that they would
discuss this further.]
Jane said that there would be an opportunity for the WG to look at the evaluation criteria, which will be
circulated next week.

0
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Amy said that Asish, for example, would be a better person to be involved due to his skill set. Asish said
that perhaps he should not be involved because of his involvement in another role. Kevin said that he
did not see a conflict in having Asish on the committee. He also said that it is not just about being a
HHRA expert; the team needs to have experience with cross-cultural settings and it would be good to
have someone who has sat on all of the WG meetings to date. Katherine indicated that an open bid
process was decided by the WG. An open bid has some challenges. If they went off an SOA they may
have had more input on the review of proposals, but at trade off of limited number of companies that
are on the SOA list.
Natalie asked Linda if a qualification of Aboriginal experience could be stated for the RFP. Linda
responded that it could.
Amy said that she understood that Kevin said that the committee needs a breadth of knowledge. Kevin
said that he understood differences of approach (i.e., SOA vs. tender) and that he has always expressed
reservations that the WG may not have a role in selecting the contractor.
Asish said that he did not think that the WG was in a position to select a technical consultant; he said
that the best he could do would be to take the information back to his department and enlist them to
help come up with a solution.
Johanne asked if the Parties could put forward a name as an observer to the RFP evaluation. Natalie
responded, yes, but this would be at the Parties' cost. Johanne asked if it was a barrier for someone to
attend, and if so was the project creating a barrier? If the RFP evaluation process takes weeks, it could
be at a hefty cost to one or more Parties. Johanne wanted to know how it was done for the Great Bear

0

Lake evaluation, specifically who bore the costs of participation. Natalie said that she would look into
that.
Bill said that he was hearing two things for which the Parties were asking: 1) someone to observe the
RFP evaluation, and 2) someone to participate in it. He added that the observer would not need to
understand in the same detail. Katherine said that someone observing would not be able to discuss the
proceedings. Natalie agreed, stating that there is a level of confidentiality.
Kevin related his experience in another process, stating that he was able to read the proposals in only
couple of days. He added that he didn't think it would be that onerous for an observer. Natalie said that
it depends on the discussion and the number of proposals received. She added that there wilt be more
to come on this topic.

10. SRI< to drculate draft report on options for Surface Design Engagement during week of July 13.
Parties to provide comments and input by August 4.
Status: Complete
Natalie asked whether or not this was a duplicate action item. The response was that it was a repeat of
Action #2. The item wilt be removed from further consideration, with no further action required.

0

11. SRK to present overview of report on options for Surface Deslgn Engagement to YKDFN and AN
during mid-August.
Status: Complete

12. Luigi Lorusso (HCI to forward conceptual flowchart tool to Marie Richardson (SRK) for possible
induslon ln HRRA Statement of Work.
Status: Complete
13. Unda Pickett to provide Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for air monitoring response and dust
m1t11atlon onsite. [continued from last meeting)
Status: In progress
Linda said that internal comments had been received and the SOP should be circulated in the following
week.
14. Katherine Ross will update the plannlns table of EA measures lncorporat1n1 Input from the
parties. [continued from last meetlnl]
Status: Complete
Kevin asked if the tables on the measures could be circulated as a Word document, which would allow
for tracked changes and easier commenting. Natalie then asked Katherine if she could supply a Word
verSion. Katherine said that it was her understanding that the measures were sent out in PDF form in
order to prevent modification. Kevin said that he only wanted to add comments for the WG. He said that
if the material was going out for public consumption in some form, it was not helpful if no onetook
responsibility for items deemed out of scope. Kevin added that if they were not going to prov'ide a Word
version, then he would find another way to provlde written comments.
15. Unda Pickett to speak with contracting to see lf Aborlglnal employment data (actual, not
committed) for dosed contracts could be released.
Status: In progress
Linda said that progress has been delayed as she has been away, but she will address this item shortly.
16. Project to decide when Is a good time for the Parties to have a site visit In order to view the UG
filling activities. [continued from last meeting]
Status: Complete
For safety reasons, it was decided not to go underground. Instead, the project showed a video at the
July 2015 meeting that demonstrated the breadth and complexity of underground activities, including
filling of stopes. (See notes from July 2015 meeting.]
17. Project to provide the Parties with schedule for demolition ofC-shaft above-ground structures
when It becomes available.

0

0
Status: Complete

18. Parties provide Project with a resume for potential candidate for consideration on the HHRA
proposal evaluation committee.
Status: In progress
No resumes from potential candidates have been received by the project to date.

3.

. Ccw1■1a11EdJJA1J: This tut 1$ for Action #14, lllO\led 11 there: )

STATUS OF OBJECTIVES

Bill said that he wanted to discuss the compilation of results on potential objectives for the HHRA. He
had previously circulated with the Parties a memo dated August 10"'. He had not yet updated it with
comments from the WG. Table 1 at the end of the memo had a long list of objectives, many of which
were very specific. The end result was that there were too many to use in an evaluation process, so the
list needed to be consolidated.
Jane indicated that she had shared the memo with SRK, but that she had not yet followed up with Oa ryl
Hoddev.
Bill explained that the list needed to be shortened. He said that if there were any further comments
expected, then it would be good if he could get them soon. Some consolidations seemed
straightforward; for example, some objectives could be consolidated under health and safety, or
organized by time period. He indicated that he had already shortened the list. The appendix contained
additional objectives that did not survive the first cull because they were not helpful in distinguishing
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between options (for example, building community capacity and maximizing opportunities). Even of
those ones carried forward, there still may be some that are not helpful in distinguishing between
options. The list focused on the objectives that distinguish between options, but these other issues are
still important. The intention was to highlight other options and shorten the main list. This can be
accomplished through aggressive editing, and he asked the group for input on how to proceed with
short-listing objectives.
Kevin asked the group what role they saw the report/ objectives playing in the evaluation. He said that
they met with SRK about ten days ago to review the objectives in advance of the options workshop
planned for February 2016. Kevin asked how people would evaluate the options, and if they would be
weighed against the objectives from the summer. He said that AN would prefer that the objectives were
revisited before the workshop in order to have a clear idea of what the process intends achieve. He
stated that it would be useful to know what is important to other Parties, but that they did not need to
agree on a common set of objectives. He felt that it was probably better if the Parties did not agree.
Kevin reiterated that he was not sure what role the objectives report would play.

Bill said that he would probably revise the memo to highlight objectives, but also to preserve the other
issues. He said that when he started on this, the purpose was to identify objectives for use in the
evaluation process. The goal was a consolidated list; every statement made by each group should be

0
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tied to the objectives. Bill also said that he had never seen SRK do an evaluation without a common set
of objectives.
Jane said that a common list for the workshop can probably be achieved, and that the other objectives
should be captured in Bill's report. She said that work can continue on this, but that the workshop is an
actual process - it has to be manageable. It cannot have 20 options set against 30 objectives; a more
realistic number would be five or six. Jane also said that there could be a common list, plus others that
may be specific to groups; these were needed to design a coherent workshop.
Kevin clarified that he was not opposed to Bill trying to pull out commonalities, but that he thought that
people's interpretations/meanings of the words will differ despite Bill's efforts. He said that it was
important to have transparency. Bill agreed with Kevin's reasoning.
Kevin suggested distinguishing between an objective and a principle, because they needed to
understand where the different parties were coming from. Bill said that some members of the WG had
different opinions, and may not be comfortable with sharlng them openly. In the encl, one waRtee to lile
allle ~o sistiAg1,1isl:I euept<e,~e•s e,..,.,. iApYtparty did not want its specific mput to be distinguishable in the
report. As a result, the report will not d fsplay which party is the source for specif c objectfves or
comments. Kevin suggested that at the start of the workshop, each group could be given five minutes to
outline what they want from the process.
Jane and Natalie both agreed that having each group outline what they want from the process at the
start of the workshop was a good idea.
Bill said that he wondered about the possibility of having six common objectives, but participants might
measure against a broader list (ten, for example), so as to more accurately convey their interests).
During the afternoon portion of the WG meeting. he added that he would like to have a discussion with
Daryl Hockley (SRK). He closed by stating that if anyone else had comments on the memo to please
provide them to him over t he next week or so, and these would be incorporated into the objectives
report.

The WG -nlng brolce here for Dr. BIii Rel-r's p-ntatlon, Arsenk 101 (Appendix B contains Dr.
Relmtr's prnentatlon deck}.

4.

SITE UPDATE

Natalie provided an update of the site activities, which are listed below:
•

C-shaft deconstruction would be completed within the next two weeks. The remainder of
headframe's wooden portion would be down by the end of the weekend, and the metal frame
coming down the following week.

•

0

For safety reasons, a fence was constructed alo ng A2pit.

•

Propane tanks are being painted.

•

The water treatment plant has stopped discharging.

C--11811 (ICA3]: Pie... confirm

0
•
•

There is a beaver in Reach 3 of Baker Creek. As it is undesirable to have water backing up, it will
be trapped and the pelt used.
Paste backfill is almost complete - B??? :S306 stope was leaking and has since been plugged.

•

Within the next month, the cap for the roaster will be filled.

[ ~ [ I C M ) : Missed mis

Bill asked to get an update on a few other outstanding site activities/items:
•

Arsenic repackaging
o Completed.

•

Material storage area
o The plan had been to repackage all of the material, followed by an inspection.
o Nuna has been monitoring the area, and nothing had leaked. There is moisture on the
ceiling of some of the containers. Nuna is continuing to monitor.

•

May dust event - look into a different cover
o Natalie said that the work plan for investigation was being drafted for covers and
recommendations.
o Sharon clarified that there was an interim plan/cover in place during the work plan
development and then, based on the result of the work plan, a permanent cover will be
implemented.
Shin asked what would the main site activity would be during the winter. Natalie and Linda said
that there are electrical and underground upgrades planned, as well as work on the dike
between the settling and tailings pond.

•

William asked if there was a possibility for WG members to have a tour of the underground freeze zone.
Natalie asked If there were others that were interested in a tour of the freeze. Bill indicated that if he
happened to be in town during such an event that he would be interested. Gordon said that AN was in
the process of succession planning and that it would be useful for potential replacements to be on the
tour. Natalie said that she would get back to them regarding potential dates for a tour.
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UPDATE ON SURFACE DESIGN ENGAGEMENT

Jane provided an update on the surface design engagement (SOE). She pointed out that the objectives
were discussed earlier in the WG meeting. She thanked people for providing comments on the Options
Development Report issued by SRK. Meetings were held last week and the Project heard additional
options and ideas from the YK0FN and Alternatives North. Jane said that the report will be revised based
on feedback and re-issued • She added that it was important to work more on the objectives in order to
have a more effective workshop. She said that the engineers were working on fleshing out the details of
each options, included cost estimates. She said that she had met with Johanne and William to discuss
potential dates for the risk review meeting and final evaluation workshop.
The next meeting planned will be on risk review, intended to poke holes in the objectives. This meeting
would involve two people per invited group and it would be held in Yellowknife. The dates of December
1-3 were put forward as possible target dates for this meeting. The final workshop will be held in Dettah

0

on February 16-19, 2016. Sharon will work with the different groups to determine who will participate
and where it will be held. A training session will be offered in advance of the risk review meeting, so that
people will be more prepared for meaningful participation.
Jane added that the December risk review meeting would be technical in nature and will consist of long
days. She also said that it would be best if those who participated were already familiar with Giant Mine.
The February meeting will evaluate the options and will include participation by larger groups.
Shin indicated that he had a conflict with the dates proposed for December. After checking around the
room, it was decided to push this meeting to December 8-10, pending confirmation with SRK, EC, DFO
and the City of Yellowknife.
Jane said that she would email the risk rating tables in advance of the risk review meeting.

6.
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UPCOMING MEETINGS

The next WG meeting is set for Thursday, November 12, 2015 and will likely be of shorter duration,
consisting of a review of action items and an update on site activities. An update on the Freeze had
previously been slated for the November meeting; however, it will not be ready for presentation for this
time. Due to the scheduling of the Risk Review meeting (tentatively set for December 8-10, pending
confirmation with SRK, City of YK, EC and OFO), the Freeze will be pushed to the January 2016 WG
meeting.
The Flnal Options workshop has been scheduled for February 16-19, 2016.
Asish said that he would have a FCSAP meeting In cargary at the same time as the November WG
meeting and will confirm his participation.
Erika said that there was a plan to provide a broader Arsenic 101 presentation to the public and added
that Dr. Reimer would be presenting to Giant Mine Advisory Committee (GMACI tonight.
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ACTION ITEMS
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Actlon llem

1.

Jane Amphlett and the Project team will discuss options to support Dr. Shankardass In
developing a Statement of Work for the HRRA stress assessment. [continued from last
meeting}

2.

Unda Pickett to provide Standard Operat1n1 Procedure (SOP) for air rnonltorln1 response
and dust mitigation onslte. [continued from last meeting]

3.

Unda Pickett to speak with contracting to see if Aboriginal employment data (actual, not
committed) for dosed contracts could be released. (continued from last meeting)
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4.

Natalie to confirm who bore the costs for t he Parties to particlpate ln the Great Bear Lake
evaluations for other federal government projects.

s.

WG members to provlde Bill with any additional comments on the objectives report
within the next week or so.

6.

Natalie will provide Willlam (and the rest of the WG) with potential dates for the tour of
the freeze zone

7.

Jane will confirm with SRK that December 8-10 will work for the risk review meeting.

8.

Sharon to check with EC, DFO and Oty YK that December 8-10 will work for them for the
risk review meeting.

8.

UPCOMING AGENDA ITEMS
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